At the beginning of week 9 a terrible crime was committed. Someone snapped the main stem of the rockmelons and unfortunately it died a very sad death. Green Team were quite emotional over this sad event because we had lots of new rockmelons growing.

With heavy hearts, Green Team pulled out the dead rockmelon and then we prepared the garden for new seedlings. We planted herbs that we had growing in the greenhouse, so now that garden bed has Basil and Rocket growing in it. We are amazed at how quickly things are growing.
All of the garden beds are looking amazing and all the plants are getting really big. We were really excited when we got to harvest the Radishes on Friday.

Yummy watermelon!
There is some really good news. All the watermelons have grown completely and we harvested them in Week 10.

We were told by Erin and Sophia that were very yummy and juicy. With all the warm weather we have had we have quite a few new watermelons growing. We hope it stays warm enough for the watermelons to grow big and juicy.

We planted some snow peas in Week 6 and they have grown heaps. We got some help from Shawn, our Friday gardner, who taught us how to put wire up for the snow peas to climb up.
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